CORRIGENDUM / ADDENDUM

With reference to tender no AIIMS/Pat/Tender/PC/2015/Ortho/Instrument/279 dated 07.12.2015 tender for Orthopaedics Instrument for Department of Orthopaedics a pre bid meeting was held on 15/12/2015 at 3:00 pm in conference hall main building AIIMS Patna.

The Issue raised by the firm where discussed and the committee recommended for the following corrigendum.

Addendum:-

A. Hip Revision Arthroplasty Instruments:  (Quantity 1 each)

1. EXTRACTOR ADAPTER
2. NICHOLLAS HIP EXTRACTION ADAPTER
3. POLY IMPLANT EXTRACTOR
4. SPOON ACETABULUM EXTRACTION CHISEL  13 IN
5. POINTED OSTEOTOME  13IN
6. FLAT OSTEOTOME  8MM X 13IN
7. V OSTEOTOME  7X19
8. CEMENT SPLITTER  8MM X 13
9. CEMENT RONGEUR SHORT- WIDE
10. CEMENT RONGEUR LONG- NARROW
11. 10MM TAP EXTRACTOR  17 IN
12. 12MM TAP EXTRACTOR  17 IN
13. 14MM TAP EXTRACTOR  17IN
14. CENTERING CONE  12MM
15. CENTERING CONE  14MM
16. MORELAND CURETTE
17. SLOTTED MALLET
18. DRILL GUIDE W/HANDLE
19. DRILL SHAFT FOR 6MM DRILL
20. DRILL SHAFT FOR 8MM DRILL

B. Knee Arthroplasty Revision Instruments: (Quantity 1 each)

1. POLY IMPLANT EXTRACTOR
2. CEMENT RONGEUR SHORT WIDE
3. IN-CONDL CHISEL  8X10X7 3/4 IN
4. FEM/TIB EXTRACTOR  11X7 3/4 IN
5. LIGHT SLOTTED HAMMER
6. THIN OSTEOME  8MM X 7 3/4 IN
7. FLAT OSTEOTOME  10MM X 7 3/4 IN
8. POINTED OSTEOME  6MM X 7 3/4 IN
9. SHORT V OSTEOME  5MM X 7 3/4 IN
C. **Control Cable for revision hip arthroplasty**: (Quantity 1 each)
   1. CONTROL CABLE PASSER HANDLE
   2. CONTROL CABLE PASSER INSERT LG
   3. CONTROL CABLE PASSER INSERT SM
   4. CONTROL CABLE TENSIONER
   5. CONTROL CABLE CRIMPER
   6. CONTROL CABLE CUTTER

D. Bone Mill for hip arthroplasty  (Quantity 1 )

E. **Bench Press** : (Quantity 1) Anvil plate bending press for 3.5 and above plate (size 1 ft or above, anvil should have concave and convex bending options)

F. **Orthopaedics Instrument box - corrosion resistant, steel, autoclavaable**
   1) size 6 inch x 12 inch – 5
   2) size 12 inch x 18 inch – 5
   3) size 15 inch x 24 inch – 5

G. The last date of the submission of the tender is extended up to **18/01/2016 14 hrs.**
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